Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of modern science and technology, the new display device of different length-width ratio is becoming more and more popular. These new equipments have brought convenient. At the same time, because of different length-width ratio, it has also caused the distortion phenomenon of image. In order to avoid the images deformation or distortion, image scaling technology causes people to more and more attention. Image scaling is a process that the digital image is resized. At present, this technology has many algorithms, but four categories are the most typical: The first kind method is the interpolation method [1] . The advantage of this method is that enlarging images and retaining all information of the original image. The disadvantage of this method is that generating serrated phenomenon, even causing distortion of image content. The second kind method is the image scaling method based on cutting. Ciocca has proposed an image reconstruction algorithm based on cropping salient region map [2] . This kind method usually uses visual model [3] to determine the salient region in the image, and selecting an optimal rectangular area as scaling results. The advantage of this method is that the image that it can avoid the distortion of image when salient region is very concentrated. The disadvantage of this method is that cutting method may destroy whole image content when the salient region is more dispersive. The third kind method is the image scaling method based on seam carving. Agarwala has proposed an interactive digital image synthesis method [4] in 2004. This method uses iterative removing relatively unimportant juncture to achieve content-aware image scaling. Later, Rother has proposed an automatic image stitching algorithm based on the optimal image juncture [5] in 2006. This method is the newest discrete method. The advantage of this method is that it can generate content-aware image scaling results for many images, and ensure the image important area not to be damaged. The disadvantage of this method is that it disposes the obvious structural area to easily damage the image. The fourth kind method is the image scaling method based on content-aware. Farag has proposed a seam carved image resizing algorithm [6] . This method has overcome the disadvantage that it is generated by the random-walking method [7] . This method can not only effective use the images unimportant area, and make important area more reasonable tensile or extrusion. Later, Zhang is inspired by the conformal energy to propose an image resizing method based on conformal energy [8] . The advantage of this method is that it not only effectively diffuses the distortion, but also maintains the global and local features of the image. The disadvantage of this method is that it overlooks the rotating of the important area, causing the distortion of the important area in image. Based on the above theory, in order to avoid important area distortion and rotating, this paper proposes an image nonlinear scaling algorithm based on salient region.
Salient Region Based on Visual Attention Model
Itti has proposed the visual attention model based on attention degree [9] in 1998. The salient region extraction process is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Salient region extraction process maps
The advantage of this method is that the precision of extracting salient region is high. It has integrated multiple visual features. What's more, the attention point is selected by the visual attention model and the attention point is observed by the human eye are consistent.
Visual Feature Extraction
Input image will be decomposed into intensity, colors (red, blue, yellow, green) and orientations three visual features. In order to extract the input image visual features, this paper adopts 9 floors of gaussian pyramid. It is primarily responsible for input image filtering and sampling. The intensity 
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The Salient Region
In order to more intuitive describe the salient region in input image, many feature images are linear synthesis into intensity, colors and orientations three kinds feature maps. At last, intensity, colors and orientations three kinds feature maps are added in fourth stage ( 
Where,  express the summation operator in feature maps.  is the normalized operation.
The intensity feature map, colors feature map and orientations feature map are fused and normalized in gaussian pyramid fourth layer to obtain a salient region map. At last, the dynamic neural network method [10] is used to extract the salient region S from the salient region map. 
Nonlinear Scaling Based on Salient Region
Image scaling rules is the core part of image scaling. According to the characteristics of the salient region in image, this paper adopts linear rules and nonlinear rules to resize the image.
Nonlinear Scaling Rules Based on Salient Region
The nonlinear scaling rule is that the image scaling parameters [11] are adjusted to resize the image. We use the salient region, energy parameters, visual balance and rule of thirds four parameters to resize the salient region in the image.
(1) Salient Regions Scaling Parameters ( SZ E ) The salient region is extracted by the visual attention model has two advantages. First of all, it can provide the accurate salient region for image scaling. The salient region is the main target subject of image scaling. Therefore, the other regional information belongs to irrelevant information, and In order to avoid the deformation and rotation of the salient region, we use the energy scaling parameters. It includes similar deformation energy and scaling deformation energy. The energy scaling parameters can be expressed by the formula (10).
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(4) Rule of Thirds Scaling Parameters ( RT E ) The main function of the rule of thirds scaling parameters is that adjusting the position relations of the salient region and the other region, and ensuring the rationality of image layout. The rule of thirds scaling parameters has two parts: p E and l E . p E and l E are respectively obtained by the formula (12) and formula (13). 
Linear Scaling Rules Based on the Other Region
Linear interpolation is that the center point color is estimated by the closest several points color. It possesses the characteristics of operation speed high. In most cases, the accuracy of this method is higher than the nearest neighborhood domain method, and the effect is also much better. Therefore, this method is used to resize the other region in image by this paper.
Let the floating number u and v be the scaling ratio on x -axis and y -axis in the target image, dw and dh be the width and height of the target region, sw and sh be the width and height of the source region. Therefore, floating-point number can be transformed into the fractional form.
Therefore, the linear interpolation function can be expressed by
Image Fitting Function Based on Linear Scaling Rules and Nonlinear Scaling Rules
The essence of image scaling is that the image scaling parameters are adjusted by the image fitting function to achieve the whole image scaling. The image fitting function is given by the theorem 1. Proof: According to the above formula and by ' (1 ) 
Image Nonlinear Scaling Algorithm Based on Salient Region
The purpose of image scaling is that the image is resized into according with the size of the display area, and generates corresponding image thumbnails. Its essence is that ensuring the integrity and visibility of the image content, and eliminating the image irrelevant information when image shrinks. Under the pixels visibility and clarity are ensured, the image similar information are inserted when image magnification. The specific steps of this paper algorithm are as follows:
(1) First of all, the input image is pre-processed. It includes denoising and gray operation.
(2) The intensity, colors and orientations three visual features of the input image are respectively extracted by Gabor filters and gaussian pyramid.
(3) The intensity feature map, colors feature map and orientations feature map are obtained by many feature maps linear normalized. At last, the intensity feature map, colors feature map and orientations feature map linear synthesis a salient region map.
(4) The salient region is obtained by the dynamic neural network method from the salient region map. The salient region is successfully extracted to distinguish the salient region and the other region. It will provide the basis for adopting different image scaling rules.
(5) Nonlinear scaling rule is used to resize the salient region, and the nonlinear scaling function is used to calculate the nonlinear scaling parameters. Nonlinear scaling parameter is the basis of scaling the salient region. It includes the salient region scaling parameters, energy scaling parameters, visual balance scaling parameters and rules of thirds scaling parameters.
(6) The linear scaling rule is used to resize the other region in image, and the linear interpolation function is used to achieve the other region scaling.
(7) Linear scaling rules and nonlinear scaling rules are combined by the image fitting function. It will achieve the whole image scaling by adjusting image scaling parameters weights and the image length and width.
Experiment
In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this paper algorithm, this paper use two different natural scenery images and three kind methods (equal scaling algorithm, conformal energy algorithm and this paper algorithm). From compared experimental results, our method is verified effective and feasible.
The input image is demonstrated by (a)-(b) two images in Figure 2 . Figure 4 (c) ) is good. Therefore, our method can not only maintain the integrity of the image content, but also ensure the salient region no distortions. The other region in image also makes full use of all the display screen, and achieving a more perfect display effect.
Conclusion and Outlook
This paper present an image nonlinear scaling algorithm based on salient region. This algorithm use the nonlinear scaling rules to resize the salient region in image, using the linear scaling rules to resize the other region in image. It not only achieves to closely observe the salient region in image, but also avoid distortion. The visual attention model not only automatic detects the salient region, but also provide the basis of scaling the salient region for the nonlinear scaling rules. Image scaling is achieved by linear scaling rules and nonlinear scaling rules the adjustment. But this paper algorithm can not be used all sorts of image scaling. There is plenty of work need to be completed. Looking to the future, the image scaling method is heading for the development target of automatic, accurate, rapid and adaptive and robustness. 
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